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Abstract- This paper covers the design of multiscale tities to be used in the analysis of complex geophysical
stochastic models that can be used to fuse measurements processes like ocean currents and subsurface fluid flow.
of a random field or random process provided at multiple
resolutions. Such sensor fusion problems arise in a vari- Geophysical phenomena such as these are typically not
ety of contexts, including many problems in remote sensing accessible to dense, uniform measurement, and one gen-
and geophysics. An example, which is used in this paper as
a vehicle to illustrate our methodology, is the estimation of erally must rely on a variety of measurement sources of
variations in hydraulic conductivity as required for the char- very different types in order to obtain enough spatial cov-
acterization of groundwater flow. Such a problem is typical erage to produce reliable estimates. Furthermore, while
in that the phenomenon to be estimated cannot be measured
at fine scales throughout the region of interest, but instead
must be inferred from a combination of measurements of points in the field - e.g., rain gauges, ocean measure-
very different types, including point measurements of hy- ments from ships, measurements of subsurface properties
draulic conductivity at irregular collections of points and in boreholes - these measurements are typically sparse,
indirect measurements that provide only coarse and non-
local information about the conductivity field. Fusion of irregularly sampled, and inadequate by themselves. Con-
such disparate and irregular measurement sets is a challeng- sequently, they must be fused with measurements that are
ing problem, especially when one includes the objective of indirect and provide nonlocal measurements of the phe-
producing, in addition to estimates, statistics characterizing
the errors in those estimates. In this paper, we show how
modeling a random field at multiple resolutions allows for ered by the localized point measurements. These indirect
the natural fusion (or assimilation) of measurements that observations are usually of varying resolution. An example
provide information of different types and at different res- r fusion pr
olutions. The key to our approach is to take advantage of
the fast multiscale estimation algorithms that efficiently pro- is the estimation of precipitation, which is used for nu-
duce both estimates and error variances even for very large merical weather prediction (NWP). Precipitation can be
problems. The major innovation required in our case, how- measured with rain gauges, radar sensors, and microwave
ever, is to extend the modeling of random fields within this
framework to accommodate multiresolution measurements. and infrared satellites. The rain gauges provide point sam-
In particular, to take advantage of the fast algorithms that ples of precipitation at select locations, while the infrared
the models in [1] admit, we must be able to model each non- satellites provide broad but coarse resolution coverage. Cli-
local measurement as the measurement of a single variable hav
of the multiresolution model at some appropriate resolution
and scale. We describe how this can be done and illustrate ment source is sufficient for reliable precipitation estimates,
its effectiveness for an ill-posed inverse problem in ground- and instead all measurements must be incorporated [2],
water hydrology. [3]. Another geophysical system requiring the assimilation
of heterogeneous measurements is ocean currents. Ocean
I. INTRODUCTION currents are measured with a variety of sensors, includ-
In this paper we describe a methodology for the efficient, ing floating buoys, acoustic travel times, satellite altime-
statistically optimal fusion of measurements of a random try, and direct and indirect observations of temperature
process or random field for problems in which the measure- and salinity. While the floating buoys can observe fine-
ment data may be of very different types and, in particular, scale fluctuations in the ocean currents, their coverage is
may convey information about the random phenomenon at limited. More comprehensive coverage, albeit at a coarser
very different scales. Problems of this type arise in a va- resolution and limited to the ocean surface, is given by the
riety of contexts, perhaps most notably in remote sensing satellite data. How to fuse the many different measure-
and geophysical applications, in which spatially distributed ments in order to produce the most reliable descriptions of
random fields are to be estimated for a variety of purposes ocean currents is a very active research topic [4].
ranging from the simple production of maps of quantities The application used in this paper to illustrate the mul-
like rainfall distributions to the estimation of spatial quan- tiscale methodology is the estimation of hydraulic conduc-
tivity for characterizing groundwater flow. Accurately de-The authors are with the Laboratory for Information and Decision
Systems at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Room 35-425, scribing the flow of fluids in the earth's subsurface is impor-
Cambridge, MA, 02139. E-mail: cafeprenmit.edu tant due to the prevalence of contaminated soils in or near
This research was supported by the Office of Naval Research un- groundwater supplies. An accurate description of ground-
der grant N00014-91-J-1004, the Advanced Research Projects Agency
under grant F49620-93-1-0604, and the National Science Foundation water flow requires an accurate description of hydraulic
under 9316624-DMS. conductivity, which is a property of the subsurface geol-
2ogy known to be an important determinant of groundwater nomena using tree structures for which each level of the tree
flow. Geologic properties like hydraulic conductivity can be represents a different resolution of the phenomenon of inter-
measured directly only at select well locations. Indirect ob- est. Analogous to 1D autoregressive models which evolve
servations are supplied by tracer travel times, pump tests, recursively in time, these multiscale models evolve recur-
acoustic wave propagation (seismics), and measurements of sively in scale. The utility of this class of models is twofold.
fluid properties like hydraulic head. These observations dif- First, the class has been shown to provide useful models for
fer in spatial resolution and support, and each is related to a wide variety of random processes and fields, such as 1D
hydraulic conductivity by a physical equation, i.e., a PDE. Markov processes and 2D Markov random fields (MRFs)
As illustrated in Section IV, point samples of hydraulic [10] and self-similar and fractal processes that can be used
head are essentially observations of a coarse-scale deriva- to model natural phenomena arising in geophysics [11], [12].
tive of hydraulic conductivity and are nonlocal in the sense Second, and most importantly, just as the Markov prop-
that each head sample is sensitive to the entire conductivity erty associated with 1D autoregressive models leads to a
field to be estimated. Again, no single measurement source highly efficient estimation algorithm, (the Kalman filter),
can provide a reliable estimate of hydraulic conductivity, the multiscale models satisfy a Markov property in scale
and all available measurements should be used. and space which leads to an efficient estimation algorithm.
Thus a fundamental objective of our work has been to Also, the multiscale estimator automatically, i.e., with no
develop methods for the fusion of such disparate measure- additional computations, produces estimation error covari-
ment sources, a difficult problem given the nonlocal na- ances. Moreover, the efficiency of this algorithm does not
ture of at least some of the measurement data. Moreover, require regular data and in particular can accommodate
there are several other features of such geophysical prob- arbitrarily spaced measurements.
lems that add to the challenge. First, and most impor- In recent work this model class has met with consider-
tantly, the problems of interest in applications such as these able success, both in demonstrating that very rich classes
are extremely large, and thus developing computationally of stochastic phenomena can be represented within this
efficient algorithms is absolutely crucial. Secondly, there framework an in applying the associated estimation algo-
is generally a strong need for the computation not only rithm to several applications, including computer vision
of estimates of phenomena but also of error variances for [13] and the optimal interpolation of sea level variations in
these estimates so that their significance can be assessed. the North Pacific Ocean from satellite measurements [11].
Thirdly, there are often very strong reasons to think about However, in all of this work, attention has been focused
describing phenomena at multiple scales, both because the almost exclusively on the finest level of the multiscale rep-
underlying phenomena in applications such as these gen- resentation. That is, in modeling a random phenomenon
erally exhibit variability over wide ranges of scales and in this framework the objective has been to ensure that the
also because the available data may support statistically finest scale of the model has a desired statistical structure.
meaningful estimation at different resolutions in different Also, in estimation applications, the measurements that
regions, depending on the coverage and nature of the avail- have been considered have all been at the finest level of
able measurements. representation, i.e., they have corresponded to point mea-
A variety of methods for fusing measurements in such surements of the phenomenon. In this context, the vari-
contexts have been used over the years (see [5] for a re- ables captured at higher (coarser) levels in the multiscale
view of many of these), but it is fair to say that computa- representation are simply abstract variables that are car-
tional complexity, especially if error variances are desired, ried along simply to ensure the statistical structure that al-
remains a significant and limiting challenge. Several other lows us to apply the very fast algorithms that these models
researchers have attempted to make use of the multiscale admit. Nevertheless, these algorithms actually allow mea-
nature of the problem by using wavelet decompositions in surements and produce estimates at these coarser scales.
order to overcome computational limitations, for example This suggests that if care were taken to define multiscale
[6], [7], [8], [9]. However these efforts do not address all models so that these coarser scale variables also represented
of the issues of interest here as they either focus only on quantities of interest - specifically nonlocal weighted aver-
using wavelets to obtain estimates but not error statistics ages of the phenomenon that correspond to variables that
[6], [7], [8], require regular measurements so that wavelet are either measured through indirect measurements or that
transforms can be applied [9], or admit only very special we wish to estimate - then we would be able to use this
nonlocal measurements, namely those that correspond to same efficient estimation methodology for the fusion of
the explicit direct measurements of wavelet coefficients at measurements at different resolutions. Achieving this ob-
particular scales [6]. In contrast, the approach that we jective, however, is not an obvious or trivial task, and one
develop here computes estimates and error statistics, is di- of the major contributions of this paper is to demonstrate
rectly applicable to arbitrary measurement sets, and allows how this can be accomplished. The second contribution
us to use a wide variety of prior statistical models to de- is then to use this methodology as the basis for design-
scribe the statistical variability of the phenomenon. ing extremely efficient and flexible data fusion algorithms
The basic idea behind our approach is to develop mul- that can accommodate measurements at different resolu-
tiscale models for random processes and fields within the tions and with arbitrary spatial distribution. This capa-
class introduced in [1]. These models describe random phe- bility is demonstrated by estimating hydraulic conductiv-
ity from point measurements of conductivity and measure- CoarseRootod
ments of head, which provide nonlocal measurements of sy
conductivity through the partial differential equations of
groundwater hydrology.
In the next section we provide a brief review the class s
of multiscale models of [1] and include a description of
multiscale models for Markov processes, which will be
used throughout this paper to illustrate our results. In Resolution_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Section III, we present a modeling algorithm that begins Leaf Nodes Sa 1 Sa 2 SXq
with a multiresolution model that accurately captures the (a) (b)
finest-scale statistics of the phenomenon of interest and
augments this model in order to incorporate variables at Fig. 1. (a) A binary tree used to index a random process at multiple
resolutions. (b) The local labeling of the q ± 1 nodes connected
coarser scales representing nonlocal quantities. We apply to node s.
this methodology in Sections IV and V and conclude in
Section VI.
and Qs for all nodes s : 0. (As and Qs are not defined
II. MULTISCALE MODELS for s = 0.) More importantly, the whiteness of the process
noise leads to a Markov property similar to the Markov
A. Multiscale models and the multiscale estimator property for ID autoregressive processes driven by white
The class of multiscale random processes introduced in noise. Specifically, note that any node s, with q, defined to
[1] is indexed by the nodes of trees organized into scales. be the number of children of node s, partitions the tree into
The coarsest scale is indexed by the root node, while the q, + 1 subsets of nodes (see Figure lb): Ssa1, ... , $Sqs,,
finest scale is indexed by the set of leaf nodes. For example, and S., where 3
the multiscale process defined on the binary tree illustrated
in Figure la consists of a set of random vectors z(s) for each S= nodes descendent from and including node s
node s on the tree. The scale of node s, which we denote by a
m(s), is the distance between node s and the root node of S = complement of S
the tree. Define 57 to be the upward (in scale) shift operator, soi child of node s, i = 1,..., qs 
so that st7 denotes the parent of any node s, as illustrated
in Figure lb. The class of multiscale processes considered We will also find it useful to write S l SC. The
in this paper satisfies the following autoregression in scale Markov property of multiscale tree processes is that, condi-Markov property of multiscale tree processes is that, condi-
tioned on the state z(s), the qs +1 sets of states partitioned
Wz(s) = As z(s7) ± w(s), (la) by node s are conditionally uncorrelated. More formally,
w(s) '- (0, Qs), (lb)
E[z(r)z(t)T | Z(S)]=E[z(r) | z(s)] E[z(t)l z(s)] T ,
where z(s) is the process value at node s and z(sT) is the
process value at node s7. The notation x - (mn,Px) de- for all r E S,a, t E Sf;, i :f j, and (i,j) C [1,q, + 1] x
notes that x is a random vector with mean mx and co- [1,q, + 1]. Because of this Markov property, the process
variance Px.1 Equation (1) defines an autoregression from value z(s) is commonly referred to as the state at node s.
coarse to fine scale, with w(s) as the process noise of the The Markov property of the multiscale processes leads
autoregression. The autoregression is initialized at the root to an efficient algorithm for the estimation of z(.) at every
node s = 0 by node on the tree based upon measurements, each of which
is a noise-corrupted observation of z(.) at an individual
z(0) (0, Po). (2) node of the tree, i.e.,
Since z(0) and w(s) are zero-mean, every process value z(s) y(s) = Csz(s) + v(s), v(s) - (0, Rs) (3)
will be a zero-mean 2 random vector.
The process noise w(s) is assumed to be a white-noise where v(.) is white and uncorrelated with z(-) at all nodes
process uncorrelated across scale and space and also uncor- on the tree. Measurements at coarse-scale nodes will gener-
related with the root node state, i.e., E [w(s) z(O)T] = 0. ally be equivalent to measurements of coarse-resolution or
The whiteness of the process noise implies that a multiscale nonlocal functions of the finest-scale process. The mul-
tree model is characterized completely by PO - the root tiscale estimation algorithm provided in [1] is a gener-
node covariance - and the autoregression parameters A, alization of the Kalman filter and Rauch-Tung-Striebel
smoother [14] for dynamic systems in time, i.e., processes
1 This paper will focus upon second-order descriptions of random given by Eq. (1) for a tree with q = 1. The first sweep of the
processes and on best linear estimators. Of course, if all variables
are Gaussian, this second-order description is also a complete speci-
fication and best linear estimators are in fact optimal over the larger then followed by a recursion from coarse to fine scale. The
class including nonlinear estimators.
2 The zero-mean assumption is made for simplicity and is easily 3 The only exceptions are the finest resolution leaf nodes which have
relaxed by adding a deterministic term to Eq. (la) or Eq. (2). no children and the coarsest resolution root node which has no parent.
4result is that the linear least-squared error (LLSE) estimate make several comments about these models. The con-
z(s) of the state at every node in the tree is computed in struction of an internal multiscale model for a finest-scale
O(Nd3 ) computations for a tree which has N nodes4 and process f with covariance Pf consists of three steps: (i)
constant state dimension d. Thus, the efficiency of the es- mapping the components of f to leaf nodes of the tree,
timator depends primarily upon whether a tree model can which also determines V, for each of the finest-scale nodes;
be realized with manageable state dimension. As a by- (ii) specifying the internal matrices V, at the coarser-scale
product, the multiresolution estimator also produces the nodes; and (iii) computing the model parameters using
estimation error covariance E [(z(s) - (s)) (z(s) - (s))T1] Eqs. (5) and (7). Step (i) is generally straightforward, al-
at every node. though the mapping can be affected by the nonlocal func-
tions of f to be incorporated at coarser-scale nodes. Also,
B. Internal Realizations of Multiscale Models as we have seen, step (iii) is straightforward. Consequently,
As defined in [15], an internal realization of a multiscale the core of constructing internal realizations is determin-
model is one for which each variable of the process is a ing the internal matrices V, and the resulting covariances
linear function of the finest-scale process, where the finest- in Eq. (8).
scale process is the states z(s) at the leaf nodes of the As discussed in [15], internal multiscale realizations can,
tree. If f is a vector containing the finest-scale process of in principle, be constructed for a finest-scale random pro-
the tree, then each state of an internal realization can be cess f with any desired covariance Pf. However, for an
expressed as arbitrary Pf the ranks of the resulting internal matrices,
which equal the dimensions of the corresponding state vec-
z(s) = V1f. (4) tors z(s), may be quite large and thus negate the com-
putational advantage of the tree model. Fortunately, as
Each linear function Vsf will be referred to as an internal developed in [12], [15], [10], there are large classes of pro-
variable and each matrix V, as an internal matrix. For cesses for which either exact or adequately approximate
the example sensor fusion problem given in Section V, the multiscale realizations can be constructed that have suf-
vector f will contain a discretization of the hydraulic con- ficiently low dimension to make the multiscale formalism
ductivity function. quite attractive. In the next section, such models for wide-
Note that the parameters P0o, As, and Q5 of an internal sense Markov processes and MRFs [10] are described and
multiscale model can be expressed completely in terms of will later be used to illustrate our methodology.
the internal matrices V, and the covariance of the finest-
scale process, Pf. Specifically, substituting Eq. (4) evalu- C. Example: multiscale models for Markov processes
ated at s = 0 into PO = E[z(O) z(O) T] yields A discrete-time process f[k] is a bilateral Markov process
PO = VoPfy VT . (5) [16] if, conditioned on the values of f[k] at the boundaries
of any interval I = [kl, k2], k2 > k1, the process inside the
The parameters As and Qs can then be computed by noting interval is uncorrelated with f [k] outside the interval. The
that Eq. (la) is just the optimal prediction of z(s) based width of these boundaries depends upon the order, n, of
upon z(sT), plus the associated prediction error, i.e., the process. More precisely, define
z(s) = E[z(s) I z(s7)] + w(s). (6) fb = {f[k] I k E [k - n, kl-1] U [k2 +1, k2 + n])
Using standard equations from LLSE estimation, the model to contain f[k] at the boundaries of I for an n-th order
parameters follow as process. Also define f[k] = f [k]-E [f[k] I fb], which is the
As = Pz(s)z(S7) z s) (7a) process containing the uncertainty in f[k] after condition-ing on the boundary values. Then f [k] is said to be n-th
Qs = Pz(s) - Pz(s)z(s v) Pz(svy) Pz(s)z(s) (7b) order bilateral Markov if
where P, denotes the covariance of the random vector x, El[f[l] f[m]] = 0 for all I E I and m V I.
Pxy denotes the cross-covariance between x and y, and Ply
denotes the covariance of x after conditioning on y. Finally, Similar to the boundary values, define fp to contain the n
the covariances in Eq. (7) follow from Eq. (4) as present values of f [k], i.e., fp = (f[k], f[k + 1],.. . , f[k +
n- 1] . An n-th order unilateral Markov process is one for
Pz(s) = VsPfVsT , (8a) which
Pz(s,)z(sv) = Pz()(s) = VPfVT (8b)
E [f [l] f [m]] = 0 for all i < k<m,
Although the algorithm used in Section III assumes that
an internal multiscale model is given, it is appropriate to where f [l] = f[l] - E[f[l] I fp], i.e., conditioned on the n
"present" values of f[k], the past and future are uncorre-4 Note that a tree with Nf nodes nodes at the finest scale has only
O(Nf) nodes, and thus also requires only O(Nfd3 ) computations to lated. While not every bilateral Markov process is a unilat-
be estimated. eral Markov process, every unilateral process is a bilateral
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Fig. 2. Steps one (a) and two (b) of the midpoint deflection algo- within the interval Is. (a) A binary tree with a state dimension
rithms for synthesizing Brownian motion. The dashed line pro- of three, and (b) a binary tree with state dimension four.
vides the interpolation (LLSE estimate) of the process from the
present boundary values, the solid line is the deflection of the
midpoint(s), and the dotted line is the new interpolation. intervals. The synthesis process continues recursively by
generating the midpoint values of the four intervals, each of
[16], so that any method for the multiscale modeling of bi- which can be generated independently. In what follows, we
lateral Markov processes applies equally well to unilateral describe how this recursive process can be represented by
Markov processes. a multiscale autoregression. To simplify notation, assume
The multiscale models described in [10] are based upon that N = 2 M. Choosing ko = N/2 as the first midpoint,
the midpoint deflection algorithm for synthesizing Brown- the state at the root node is given by
ian motion [17]. The basic idea behind the midpoint de-
process at the boundaries of any interval, the midpoint fz[N/2]
value of this interval can be synthesized independently of f[N]
any values outside the interval. As an example, consider a Modeling the process on a binary tree, the process valuesfirst-order Markov process on the interval [0, N]. Given f [0] at the two descendents of the root node can also be chosen
and f[N], then the midpoint value f[ko], where the "mid- to contain three samples of f[k] Namelyo cho
point" ko can in fact be anywhere in the interval [1, N - 1],
can be written as f] f [N/2]
f ko] = E ko I fb] + f[ko], (9a z(O) = f [N/4] and z(Oa 2 )= f[3N/4]f'o Ek Ib f[N/2] f[N]
= Pf[ko],fbPf,-' fb + f[kO] (9b)
where fb = [f[0] f[N]]T . The second equality in Eq. (9) The process noise generated when transitioning from scale
follows from standard LLSE formulas. The covariance ma- m = 0 to scale 1, w(Oa0) and w(Oa 2), will contain f[N/4]
trices in Eq. (9b), as well as the covariance of f [ko], are and f[3N/4], respectively. From Markovianity, these two
given by the statistics of the Markov process. Equation (9) vectors are uncorrelated with each other, and from the or-
can be interpreted as an interpolation from the boundary thogonality of the LLSE they are uncorrelated with z(0).
values plus a deflection f[ko], as illustrated in Figure 2a for This process can be continued recursively until the vari-
a sample path of Brownian Motion on the interval [0, 32]. ables at a given level of the tree represent the entire interval
Once f[ko] is determined, we then have the boundary of interest, as illustrated in Figure 3a for N = 8.
values of the two intervals I1 = [0, ko] and I2 = [ko, N]. The multiscale models for 1D Markov processes are inter-
The values of the process at the midpoints of these two nal multiscale models, since each state z(-) simply contains
intervals can again be generated by an interpolation and a samples of f[k]. Therefore, the parameters for the scale re-
deflection, i.e., cursive autoregression follow from Eq. (7). However, note
[k [f k [] f[k]] + fkthat the covariance matrices in Eq. (8) can be computed
1f[k 1] = F [ f[k 1] I f[0], of[k]] + J[~ 1 , (10a) without explicitly computing Pf, the covariance of the en-
f[k 2] = E [f[k2 ] I f[ko], f[N]] + f[C 2], (10b) tire Markov process which is to be represented at the finest
scale of the tree. The ability to compute the model param-
for any "midpoints" k1 E [1, ko - 1] and k2 G [ko + 1, N -1]. eters with explicitly forming Pf is especially important for
More importantly, the two deflections f[kl] and f [k2] are modeling 2D random fields.
uncorrelated due to Markovianity, and thus can be gener- There is considerable flexibility in modeling 1D Markov
ated independently. An example of the interpolation and processes with the multiscale autoregression. The trees do
deflection associated with these two samples is illustrated not have to be binary, and the state dimension can vary
in Figure 2b. from node to node. (See [10] for further discussion.) How-
After the first two steps of the midpoint deflection syn- ever, the general procedure for developing an internal mul-
thesis, f[k] has been computed at the endpoints of four tiscale model of a Markov process remains the same, i.e.,
6forming states as samples of subintervals of the Markov pro- suppose we naively augment the state of our model at a
cess and then deducing the model parameters from Eqs. (5) single node T in order to include the linear function Gf.
and (7). This flexibility also holds in 2D, where the mid- That is, suppose ((s) = z(s) for s T r and
point deflection algorithm can be generalized to develop
internal multiscale models for Markov random fields [10]. ( = V f (12)
A MRF is the 2D generalization of a ID bilateral process. G ]
Namely, a wide-sense MRF is a 2D random process f[i,j] v
for which the values of f in any connected set Q are un-
correlated with the values of f outside this set when con- In general, this augmentation will destroy the Markovian-
ditioned on the values of f on the boundary of Q. Analo- ity of the tree. For example, the states z(rT-), z(-rai), ... ,
gous to the multiscale models for 1D Markov processes, the z(T-Oq) generally are correlated with each other after con-
states of the multiscale models for MRFs contain the values ditioning on ((T). The consequences of this correlation are
of f on the boundaries of subregions of the entire domain on that, for the multiscale model defined by Eqs. (5) and (7)
which f is defined. In other words, if (f[i, j] I (i, j) E Q,} with VT substituted for V, the finest-scale process will not
is the finest-scale MRF descendent from node s, then z(s) have covariance Pf; also, the model will not be internal,
contains the values of f [i,j] on the boundaries of subre- i.e., the state at node T will not be equal to a linear func-
gions which cover s,. The width of the boundaries again tion of the finest-scale process.
depends upon the order of the MRF. Once these boundaries The issue here is that the augmentation at node - intro-
have been determined, the model parameters can again fol- duces some coupling among field values due to the nonlocal
low from Eqs. (5) and (7). nature of the linear function Gf. If the correct statistics
The major difference between the multiscale models for are to be maintained, and the state at node r is to contain
ID Markov processes and those for MRFs is that the state the desired function of the finest-scale process, the effect
dimensions for MRFs grow with the size of the domain of of the coupling must also be propagated to other nodes on
the finest-scale process. The dimension of a state in a mul- the tree.
tiscale model of 1D Markov processes depends only upon A. Maintaining the Markov Property of the Internal Vari-
the order of the process and the number of children, qs,
descending from node s. For 2D MRFs, the dimension of
the state z(s) at a node s corresponding to some 2D region For internal realizations, the Markovianity of the vari-
is proportional to the linear dimension of the boundary of ables V1f guarantees that the finest-scale process of
that region. However, in many applications the MRF is the multiscale model whose parameters are derived from
only a model of the phenomenon of interest, and thus ex- Eqs. (5) and (7) has the desired covariance [15]. How-
actly matching its statistics is unnecessary. Indeed, in [10] ever, as just discussed, augmenting Vf with additional
low-dimensional multiscale models with approximately the linear functions of f can destroy this Markov property and
same statistics as MRFs have been used with success. thus alter the covariance of the finest-scale process. For
instance, consider the multiscale models for ID Markov
III. AUGMENTING THE VARIABLES OF INTERNAL processes described in Section II-C. If the average value
MULTISCALE PROCESSES of the finest-scale process is added to the state at the root
For internal models, Eq. (3) can be rewritten as node of the tree, then the deflections f [k1] and f[k 2] will
be correlated. The reason is that the "left" and "right"
y(s) = CsVsf + v(s). (11) halves of the finest-scale process are correlated after con-
ditioning on ((0) = Vof, (which contains the original stateTherefore, given an internal multiscale model, the mul- ditioning on ((0) = Vaf (which contains th some
z(0) and the average value of f). This implies that some
tiresolution estimator described in [1] can incorporate only at 
additional augmentation will be required to account for the
measurements of particular linear functions of f, i.e., only
functions Gf for which each row of G is in the row space eInstead of directly augmenting z(-) in Eq. (12) with G f,
of some internal matrix V,. For instance, given one of the
another linear function must be found for which (i) the
multiscale models for 1D Markov processes described in
augmented variable ((-) still decorrelates the qr + 1 sets ofSection II-C, the multiscale estimator cannot incorporate still decoelates the q + 1 sets ofinternal variables partitioned by node r, and (ii) ((r) con-
a measurement of the average value of the finest-scale pro-
tains Gf. To understand how this linear function is chosen,
cess, since no single state contains the average value of f. it is useful to first examine how the internal variables areit is useful to first examine how the internal variables areTo expand the set of functions represented by the tree
chosen in general, i.e., when the finest-scale process is not
model, which will allow the multiscale estimator to fuse. necessarily a wide-sense Markov process. For internal mul-
multiple-resolution observations of the random process f, tiscale realizations of a finest-scale process f 0 (0, Pf), the
one can imagine augmenting the internal variables V, f with
variables can be assumed to satisfy
additional linear functions f and then re-computing the
model parameters. However, doing this requires consid- Z(S) = Vf = Wsfs (13)
erable care. In particular, the states must be augmented
such that both the Markovianity of the tree process is pre- where f, contains the finest-scale process at nodes descen-
served and the resulting model is internal. For example, dent from s [15]. In other words, the state at node s is
7a linear function of its descendents. Note that the multi- mented. The model parameters of the augmented model
scale models for Markov processes discussed in Section II- follow as
C satisfy Eq. (13). Equation (13) leads to a simpler form
of the Markov property for multiscale trees. Note that, P = VoPfVoT , (15a)
for i = 1,...,qs, each state in the set {z(t) It E S,,a } A, = P(s)((s}) P 1 (15b)
is a linear function only of fs,. Also, each state in the -1
set {z(t) t C Ssq,,+ } is a linear function only of z(s) Q = PC(s) - (,)c(s) C(s) P()C(s) . (15c)
and fs,,,+,, which represents the finest-scale process which where P = PfT and = Pf V This
does not descend from node s. (When the number of sub- f do augmented model will have a finest-scale process with co-
scripts becomes unwieldy, we will substitute f,: = fs,,,+ .) variance identical to that of the original model.
Thus, a state z(s) satisfies the multiscale Markov property
if and only if it conditionally decorrelates the qS + 1 ran- B. Maintaining an Internal Multiscale Model
dom vectors {fsaj}l<i<q.+l. Therefore, to augment z(s) The augmentation described in the preceding section,
with a linear function of f and not alter the covariance which augments the state at a single node r, does maintain
of the finest-scale process, we need only ensure that the Markovianity and hence yields a model whose finest-scale
q, + 1 vectors {fsa }l<i<q~+l remain conditionally uncor- process will have the desired covariance Pf. However, this
related. To do so we make use of the following corollary of model will not generally be consistent; that is, the element
Proposition 5 in Chapter 3 of [15]. of the state at node r that is intended to equal (gra,, fai )
Corollary If the q, + 1 vectors {fsi}1ii<q..+l are n- may not be equal to (gj, fj). The reason for this is
correlated after conditioning on some linear function Vsf, simple: at node 7 we are attempting to pin a linear combi-
they remain uncorrelated after conditioning on V5f and in- nation of the values descending from node -cra. In order to
dividual linear functions of f,,g i = 1... sq, + 1. ensure that this value is pinned, information must be prop-
agated from node r all the way to its descendents at the
For example, the q, + 1 vectors {fsai}1<i<q.+l are uncor- finest scale. To illustrate this problem and to motivate its
related after conditioning on Vsf, Llf,,,, and L 2fs, 2, but solution, consider the following example of augmenting the
they will generally be correlated after conditioning upon root node of a multiscale model for a ID Markov process
V/f and L[fT, fT ]T. Therefore, to add the linear func- with the sum of the finest-scale process.
tional (g, f) a gTf to z(T), we first define the following
matrix B.1 Example: Multiscale Modeling the Sum of a 1D
Markov Process
9grol 0 *T 0 0 Consider a ID first-order Markov process f [k] on the in-o gCE2 00terval [0,15]. The multiscale model for this process is illus-
G, = : 0 . . , (14a) trated in Figure 3b. Assume that the ID Markov process is
T to be estimated, using the multiscale estimator, from point
o O Oal,, T measurements of f[k] together with a measurement of the0 0 ... 0 gT 15o o 0·Tglaee -+l sum h = (C5k=o f[k]) of the finest-scale process. From Sec-
where (gra, f-,r) is the component of (g, f) which is only a tion III-A, we know that z(O) can be augmented with the
function f,a, i.e., the sum of all the elements in GTf equals two linear functions
(g, f). The variable at node r can now be augmented as 7 15
[WI O f l hi = Z f[k] and h2 =Z f[k] (16)C(T)L= [G.W ] [ f7 J (14b) k=O k=8
without altering the Markov property of the tree. Thus,
VI. if the root node variable is augmented as ((0) =
without altering the Markov property. Note that if g has [z(0)T, hi, h2]T and no other variables are changed, then
full support, i.e., if each term (g$-1,fr-,) 5 0, then this the finest-scale process of the multiscale model derived
augmentation requires an additional q, + 1 elements in the from Eq. (15) will have the covariance of the ID Markov
state at node T. If some of these terms are zero, then a process.
lower-dimensional augmentation is required. Furthermore, However, the element in the state at the root node which
if any of the rows of G, are already in the row-space of is intended to contain h = hi + h2 will not be equal to the
[W, 0], these elements are already available in z(T) and sum of the finest-scale process unless this value is propa-
need not be added. Note also that since the partitioning gated from the root node to the finest-scale. This prop-
of f into f-,,, is different for each node, one might imagine agation is accomplished by constraining the scale-to-scale
that there is a best choice for node r in terms of minimizing recursion of the multiscale model. For this ID Markov ex-
the number of terms (gc,x, fr,,) which are nonzero and ample, this means constraining the midpoint deflections by
hence minimizing the dimension of the augmentation. conditioning them on the value of h generated at the root
Define the augmented variable at each node by ((s) = node. This conditioning is accomplished by augmenting
Vsf, where ((s) = z(s) if the state at node s is not aug- the descendents of the root node, except for the finest-scale
8states which are never augmented, with h. Again, this aug- the tree, i.e., that descending from node Oa(2. To accom-
mentation must also preserve Markovianity. For example, plish this, it is necessary that the value of h2 be available
consider the two children of the root node, nodes Oola and to this part of the process; therefore, the root node must
0c2. The augmentation of these nodes is be augmented as ((O)T = [z(O)T, k5=8 f[k]]. The state
z(Oac 2 ) can be augmented exactly as in Eq. (18). Note that
z(0ca1) Z(0a~2) because we have chosen to place the measurement at node
3Z=_ f[k] Sk-8 fE[k] Oa,, ((0) does not need to include the sum over the "left"
Ek=0 f [k] E[~j CYk=S f [k]((Oa1) = 7 ((02) = 15 half of the tree, (as we do not introduce the constraint on
lk=4 f [k] Ek=12 f [k] this sum at the root node). Thus in comparison to the aug-
Ek-8 f [k] k= 0 f[k] mented model in the preceding subsection, in this case the
(17) dimension of ((0) has been reduced while that of ((Oa,)
has been increased. The remaining states are identical in
However, these states contain more information than is the two models. As before, having defined the states, the
needed. For instance, f[k] on the interval [0, 7] is uncor- model parameters can be generated from Eq. (15).
related with f[k] on the interval [8,15] when conditioned
on z(Oa.). Thus the last element of . (Oa,) in Eq. (17) C. An Algorithm for Augmenting Internal Multiscale Re-
contains no additional information about the descendents alizations for a Single Nonlocal Measurement
of nodes Oa1. That is, in order to maintain consistency,
and hence an internal realization, the state at node Oal Using the previous two examples for intuition, we now
must only be made consistent with h1 , the component of h present a general algorithm for adding linear functions of
corresponding to the finest-scale descendents of node oal. f to the coarser-scale variables of internal multiscale mod-
Similarly, the state at node Oa 2 must only be made con- els. This algorithm applies to a much broader class of pro-
sistent with h2. As a result, the states in Eq. (17) can be cesses than those discussed in the previous section. The
reduced to multiscale model can have an arbitrary number of children
-z(Oal) 1 z(0la2) 1 per node and the finest-scale process can have any desired
~~~~~~~3 ~~covariance - not just that of 1D Markov process. TheC((Oa,) = 0Sk=O f"[k] , ¢((OC2) = k_8 f ~k] algorithm proceeds in two stages: (a) first, the augmentedL..~k-O  l(oa) = _ f[k] i cte
- =, f[k] L= 2 f[k] J variables ((.) are created for each node on the tree, and
k18) then (b) the model parameters are computed from Eq. (15)
for the augmented process za(.).
For this simple example, the augmentation is now com- The algorithm which follows is for adding a single lin-
plete, and the parameters of the augmented multiscale ear functional (g, f) to the variable at node r. This pro-
model can now be derived from Eq. (15). The resulting cedure can then be applied recursively to add additional
model generates a finest-scale process with the desired co- linear functions. The initial step is to determine ((T). As
variance Pf and is internally consistent so that, for exam- discussed in Section III-A, the augmented variable which
ple, the value of h1 +h 2 at the root node does exactly equal preserves the Markov property of z(T) is given by Eq. (14).
the sum of the finest-scale process. The next step is to define ((.) for the remaining nodes
in the tree to guarantee that the information generatedB.2 Example: Modeling the Sum at Scale One by za(T) is passed consistently to the finest-scale process.
Even though the sum of the finest-scale process is a func- First consider the nodes descendent from node r. Since
tion of the entire finest-scale process, it can be advanta- all the descendents of node Tr are linear functions of f~,
geous, as shown in the examples of Section V-A, to model the entire process descendent from node r is uncorrelated
this value at a node other than the root node. Consider with fC when conditioned on z(-r). Thus, augmenting any
augmenting the variable at Oa,1 with h. The augmented variable descendent from node r with a linear function of
variable which preserves the Markov property of z(Oa 1 ) is f,,- will have no effect upon the parameters derived from
Eq. (15). Consequently, since the linear function (g, f) canF z(0'l) be decomposed as
) k:0 f[k]
7(0ai) -= L -4 )g(, f) = (gf, r) + (g-c, f,- ), (20)
Zk=4 f[k]
the variables descendent from node r only need to be made
While, as argued in the previous example, the last element consistent with (g,, fr). In fact, because of the condition-
of ((Oacl), namely h2 , is unnecessary to maintain Marko- ing property of z(s), (where s is a descendent of r), the aug-
vianity or consistency with the nodes descending from node mented variable only needs to include (g,, f,). This aug-
0c 1, it is necessary if the h is to be captured at this node. mentation will guarantee that all the process noise added to
To maintain consistency, the information contained in the descendents of node r is conditioned on (g, f). There-
h2 at node Oa1 must be propagated to the other half of fore, the augmentation of z(s) which preserves Markovian-
ity and maintains consistency is for the augmentation. For example, if i = 1 is the term not
needed for the augmentation and if the elements of f, are
C(s) = [Gs ]s = Is, (21a) organized as fT = [fsavT, fsa 2T * fsaqj] T then
!gsl T ... 0 .gS 2T 00
Gs = ° 9sa~2 0 .0 gaO 0 ... 0
Gs (2lb)
" . 0 G, = T (..1b.. . . (24b)
... 0 9sas,, T 0 0 gsaJ T o
0 O ... O gscT
Now consider determining C(') for nodes not in ST. These
nodes must be augmented to make the value of (grc, f-c) Finally, once we have augmented each of the direct an-
consistent with the finest-scale process fT . However, if the cestors of r up to and including a, the descendents of these
support of g is not the entire domain, we may only need nodes must also be augmented. This is exactly the same
to augment a subset of the nodes in ST. Specifically, define procedure used to augment the descendents of node X, i.e.,
the direct ancestors of r as r-, r72 , . . . , and let a be the each state is augmented with those elements necessary to
ancestor closest to node r for which maintain both Markovianity and internal consistency. The
resulting overall algorithm for state augmentation can then
gTf = gTf,. (22) be summarized as follows: for each node s E S and s not
at the finest scale
Only nodes descendent from node o need to be augmented, (a) If s = T, then C(() is given by Eq. (14).
since, conditioned on z(a), the variables at any node out- (b) If s -r and s is on the path from o to r, then ((s) is
side the subtree descending from a are uncorrelated with given by Eq. (24).
f, and hence with gTf. Consider first the augmentation (c) Otherwise, C(s) is given by Eq. (21).
of a node s :r T on the path connecting T and o, (i.e., s is For s ¢ S, or s at the finest scale, then C(s) = z(s). Note
a direct ancestor of r that is either node a or a descendent that if r = a, i.e., if the linear function placed at node r is
of or). As always, (g, f) can be expressed as a function only of f, then the augmentation is simplified.
Namely, C(s) is given by Eq. (21) for s E S,, and C(s) =
(g, f) = (gsal, fsol) + (gsa2, fsa2) + ... z(s) for s ¢ S,.
+ (g,80 ,,,, fso, )+ (ys', fs ) . (23) Once the matrices Vs have been determined, the final
step of the augmentation algorithm is to compute the
While (gsc, fsc) is not needed at node s to maintain Marko- model parameters from Eq. (15). Given the parameters
vianity, it must be included in ((s) to ensure that this value of the original multiscale model, only the parameters for
is passed to the state at node T. This is a generalization s E {S,a o7} need to be re-computed for the augmented
of the description of ((0o)i) in Eq. (19), for which the last model.
component of the state was not required for Markovianity
but was needed to have the entire linear functional avail- D. Adding Multiple Nonlocal Measurements
able at node T. In the more general case here, the last For adding linear functions off, i.e., multiple linear func-
component is needed to have the entire linear functional tionals, to the state at node r or any other node of a mul-
available at a descendent of node s, (namely, node T). tiscale tree, the state augmentation just described can be
Turning to the other q, components in Eq. (23), all but applied recursively to individual linear functionals. This re-
one must be included in ((s). This component corresponds cursive procedure can be used to represent measurements of
to the child saci of node s for which T E Ssa;, i.e., the child f at multiple resolutions within the tree framework. Note,
of node s that is either node T itself or a direct ancestor of however, that Eq. (15) need only be executed once, after
node r. This component can be excluded without disturb- all the linear functionals have been incorporated into the
ing Markovianity or consistency and can be generated at a augmented states ((-).
descendent of node s. This is a generalization of the aug- If the states z(s) = Wsf, of the original multiscale model
mentation of node 0 given in Section III-B.2, where z(0) contain nontrivial functions of the process f or if the states
only needs to be augmented with h2 = Z15=8 f[k] and not of an internal realization are augmented with a large num-
with hi = 'k=0 f[k]. ber of linear functionals, it is likely that that the state di-
The augmented variable ((s) is then given by mensions can be reduced before executing Eq. (15). Specif-
ically, if any of the internal matrices V, have linearly depen-
C(s)= F Ws 01 f 8s 1 (24a) dent rows, the corresponding states can be compressed by
Gs J L c discarding redundant variables. Also, while the matrix V.
may not have precise algebraic dependency, it may haveV,.~ f
approximate probabilistic dependency. In other words,
where the elements of GJf correspond to all of the elements PC(s) = V5Pf VT may be singular or ill-conditioned, cor-
on the right-hand side of Eq. (23) except the one not needed responding to some parts of C(s) being exactly or nearly
10
deterministic, (and therefore zero since the processes are A and V-B, is the estimation of parameters in groundwater
assumed to be zero mean). Consequently, an eigenvalue de- flow models. Accurate descriptions of groundwater flow are
composition of PC(s) can identify reduced-order state mod- very important due to the prevalence of contaminated soils
els that yield good approximations to the desired statistics. in or near groundwater supplies. A standard model for
In any case, if ((s) has an ill-conditioned covariance ma- steady-state groundwater flow, assuming no internal water
trix, ((s) must be replaced by a reduced-order vector L((s) sources, is [19]
with well-conditioned covariance before executing Eq. (15).
-V. (ef() Vh(x)) = O, x- E, (25)
E. Comments on Computational Complexity
where f is log hydraulic conductivity 6 , h is piezometricThe utility of the multiscale framework is the ability to head, and Q is the region of interest. Piezometric head isefficiently provide statistical analysis in the form of opti-
a potential, in direct analogy with electrostatic potential.mal estimates and error covariances. This efficiency hinges The problem for groundwater hydrologists is to estimate
upon the number of computations required to derive the flow parameters like the function f(x) from irregularly dis-
model parameters from Eq. (15) and the number of com-
model parameters from Eq. (15) and the number of com- tributed measurem nts of conductivity, head, contaminantputations required to implement the corresponding mul-putations required to implement the corresponding mul- concentrations, tracer tests, and the like, all providing ob-
tiscale estimator. Because Pf cannot be explicitly stored
servations of f(x) at different resolutions [20], [21], [19], [5],in memory when f has very large dimension, the primaryin memory when f has very large di ension, th  primary [22]. For simplicity, we consider using the multiscale frame-
obstacle to implementing Eq. (15) is the computation of
sthle ovaia emantri Eq . Fo tan, work for the fusion of measurements at two resolutions -
the covariance matrices PC(,) and P -(()(() For instance, point measurements of head and hydraulic conductivity.
if the finest-scale process corresponds to a 2D field of 64-
milo e s We also assume that the boundary conditions of the flowby-64 elements, Pf has approximately 17 million elements,by-64 elements, Pf has approximately 17 model are known. These assumptions serve only to simplify
making it infeasible to derive Pc(,) directly from Pf and V].making it infeasible to derive P) directly from Pf and V. the analysis, and do not reflect limitations of our approach.
Instead, for such applications P((s) and P((s(,)(,) must be Note each sample (point value) of head is a nonlinear
computed implicitly. This implicit computation is straight- and nonlocal function of the entire hydraulic conductivity
and nonlocal function of the entire hydraulic conductivityforward for stationary random fields, such as the MRFs function. Because the multiscale estimator is only able to
used in Section V-B. incorporate linear measurements of the unknown processAssuming the model parameters can be computed effi-Assuming the model parameters can be computed effi- f(x), the head measurements must be linearized. This lin-
ciently, the remaining question is how the state augmen-
earization is given by computing the Frchet derivative oftations described in the previous section affect the compu-
each observed head sample h(xi) with respect to the en-tational efficiency of multiscale estimator. Remember that tire conductivity function on the domain Q. The value oftire conductivity function on the domain Q. The value ofthe number of computations required by the multiscale es- h(xi) based upon the linearization about the conductivity
timator increase cubicly with the dimension of each state function fo(x) is
of the tree. For each linear functional (g, f) placed at node
T by the algorithm of Section III-C, the state at each node f, (26)
s in the subtree descending from T will increase by qs el- h(xi) ho(Xi)+ ( o) ((x)-fo(x)) d, (26)
ements 5 . While the effect of this increase is insignificant
when adding a single linear functional of f, the effect will be where g(xi, x I fo) is the Fr6chet derivative and ho is the
problematic when a large number of linear functionals must solution to Eq. (25) when f = fo. The Frechet derivative
be added. Therefore, an important problem is to manage is given by [5]
the dimension of the states in the augmented multiscale
model. As mentioned in the previous subsection, the states g(xi, x fo) = -ef() (Vho () VG(xi, I fo)) , (27)
dimensions can be reduced whenever the augmented vari-
ables ((s) have ill-conditioned covariance. Furthermore, if where G(xi, x I fo) is the Green's function [23] of Eq. (25)
one is willing to accept models which only approximate the for f = fo. If yi is the initial noisy measurement of head
desired statistics, in many cases the state dimensions can at xi, the linearized head measurement is given by
be significantly reduced without significantly altering the
accuracy of the estimates. While a complete framework for i-ho(xi) = g( fo) (f(X)-fo()) d + vi, (28)
approximate modeling is not described in this paper, other
methods for managing the state dimension are discussed in where the measurement noise vi also includes errors in the
the examples. linearization. When discretized, Eq. (28) can be expressed
IV. HYDRAULIC HEAD AS A COARSE-RESOLUTION in the form of Eq. (11).
FUNCTION OF CONDUCTIVITY For the constant background conductivity fo = 0 and
boundary conditions h(0) = 1 and h(1) = 0, the Frechet
The application which provided the original motivation derivatives for the ID flow equation are illustrated in Fig-
for this work [18], and which will be explored in Sections V- ure 4. Note that the Frech6t kernels are non-zero over the
5If r is a descendent of ar, where (o is defined in Section III-C, then 6 Because hydraulic conductivity is often log-normally distributed
the only difference is that the state dimension at node T increases by [5], it is often easier to work directly with the logarithm of hydraulic
q, + 1 and the state dimension at node oa increases by q, - 1. conductivity.
1 V. APPLYING THE MULTISCALE FRAMEWORK TO
0.8 i GROUNDWATER FLOW
0.6 _-i- ....... - In this section7 , the multiscale estimator is used to fuse
measurements of log conductivity and head into an esti-
0.4 - - - - - - - _ _ _ _ _- 
0.4- , l--, mate of the log conductivity function. The log conductiv-
0.2 - . , ity function is assumed to be wide-sense Markov, and thus
x. 0 i can be realized using the multiscale models of Section II-
--...........J . --------------- C. (Remember that the class of multiscale models is not
-0.2
:···-0.2 _- :. ......... >. .,... restricted to having a Markov process or MRF at the finest
-0.4 .- _ _ _i . scale.) The following examples serve three purposes. First,
-0.6 ' r_ __- _ ____i _ _ _:_ we demonstrate the utility of the multiscale framework for
..................... data fusion problems. Second, we provide some enhance-
-0.8 ! . ... ments to the algorithm of Section III-C for managing the
0 0.1 0.2 03 0.4 0.5 0.6 07 08 1 growth in state dimension due to the addition of nonlo-
x cal measurements. Third, the conductivity estimates and
Fig. 4. The F~rchet derivatives (i, fo) at - = i/8, i =. 1, 7 the corresponding error variances provide some insight into
for the ID flow equation when linearized about the log conduc- the problems encountered in automatic flow modeling. In
tivity function fo = 0. particular, we demonstrate why the incorporation of ad-
ditional measurements like tracer travel times and pump
tests is necessary for producing reliable estimates of hy-
draulic conductivity.
A. One-Dimensional Flow
For steady-state flow in ID, consider estimating log con-
15- ductivity on the interval x E [0, 1]. Assume that f(x) is a
10- ID first-order Markov process with zero mean and covari-
ance
E [f(x)f(x + r)] = e- s i l . (29)
' o-J Samples of this ID Markov process can be mapped to the
-5-1 _ B~B~g~~ _finest scale of one of the multiscale models described in
Section II-C. In particular, assume a binary tree with six
-10-1 U scales, four samples per state, and N = 128 elements at
-15, the finest scale. (The model for N = 16 is illustrated in
I- \ ,Figure 3b.) A sample path of f and the corresponding
head function are illustrated in Figure 6, along with the
0 0x2 0 0xnoisy point measurements. The Frechet derivatives of the
seven head measurements are illustrated in Figure 4, i.e.,
Fig. 5. The Frechet derivatives g(xi, x fo) for the 2D flow equa- the head samples are linearized about the mean of the con-
tion at xi = (0.5, 0.5) when linearized about the log conductivity ductivity function, mf = 0.
function fo = °. The variables of the multiscale representation of the 1D
Markov process can be augmented so that all of the head
measurements are modeled at the root node of the tree.
The estimate f(x) of the finest-scale process of the mul-
tiscale model is given in Figure 7. The multiscale estima-
tor also computes the estimation estimation error variances
entire domain, indicating that each head measurement is E[(f(x) - f(x))2 ], which are included in Figure 7 in the
sensitive to the entire conductivity function f. A Frechet form of confidence intervals. The confidence intervals are
derivative for the 2D flow equation is illustrated in Fig- equal to the LLSE estimate plus or minus a single standard
ure 5 for fo = 0. Define x = (x1, x2) to be the 2D spatial deviation of the estimation error. As would be expected,
coordinate. The boundary conditions assumed in this case most of the true conductivity function lies within the con-
are that h = 1 along x2 = 1 and h = 0 along x2 = 0, fidence interval.
and that the flux normal to the boundaries x1 = 0 and A closer look at the state augmentation for incorporat-
xl = 1 is equal to zero. The 2D Frech&t derivative in- ing the head measurements illustrates how the state dimen-
dicates that h(xi) is more sensitive to local conductivity sions of the augmented model can be reduced, even when no
values in 2D than in ID. However, both the ID and 2D
Frechet derivatives illustrate that head samples essentially can be obtained by anonymous ftp at the site lids.mit.edu in the
measure a coarse-scale derivative of f. directory pub/ssg/code/groundwater.
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Fig. 6. (a) A sample path of the log conductivity function, and (b) Fig. 8. The states of the first three scales of the multiscale model
the corresponding head function. The noisy measurements are for a ID Markov process after the inclusion of the seven linear
indicated by o's. functionals illustrated in Figure 4. The brackets in each state
represent local averages of the finest scale process.
0."" .,, , _t = 2. Over each of these intervals, the Frch6t derivatives
are constant, and thus linearly dependent. This "local lin-
o . ear dependence" means that (gl, fs) oa (gs, f) for all nodes
.. :, ... : : l \.. . i,/ s at scales m(s) > 2. Therefore, the augmentation of any
-0.5 -.. /-,
state z(s) for m(s) > 2 is given by the two local averages
.. ' /,-/i ...: ,. o "+ ." / i,,,,i over the two finest-scale intervals descendent from node s.
This augmentation is illustrated in Figure 8. The seven
_ t ,.i., !.f : ~. .i - \t ' -...." measurements are thus incorporated with only a minor in-
.", /.. -estimate ' :crease in the state dimension, especially at the finer scale
-2', .. ~ 'truth :..-,. nodes. These increases are considerably less than would be
·..... confidence predicted from a repeated application of the algorithm ofl-2f:.5,..•• .? Section III-C, and are due to the local linear dependence
-30 0'.1 0 :2 . 3 ,0,4.of the kernels gi over the finest-scale intervals partitioned
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
x by the nodes of the tree. Thus one can imagine modifying
the structure of the tree models, i.e., tailoring the descen-
Fig. 7. LLSE estimate of the log conductivity function (solid dents of each node, to maximize this linear dependence and
line) along with the one standard deviation confidence intervals minimize the effect of the augmentation on the estimation
(dotted lines). The true conductivity function is also provided algorithm.
(dashed line).
Another way to reduce the effect of the state augmenta-
tion on the multiscale estimator is to distribute the mea-
approximations are made. Assume that all seven head mea- surements at various nodes on the tree. One problem with
surements are placed at the root node of the tree by recur- placing all the measurements at a single node is that the
sively applying the algorithm of Section III-C. The seven dimension of this node can become quite large, and the
head measurements are represented by the inner products computations required by the multiscale estimator increase
(gi, f), where (gi, f) is the 128 sample Riemann sum ap- cubicly with each state dimension. For this example, keep
proximation of S=o g(x;, x fo)f(x) dx. Using a naive ap- (g4, f) at the root node, but place (g2 , f) and (g6, f) at
plication of the augmentation algorithm, the dimension of nodes Ora and Oa2 and place (gi, f) for i = 1,3, 5, 7 at the
each state of the multiscale tree will increase by fourteen. four nodes at scale m = 2. In this case, by repeatedly ap-
However, all of these dimensions can be reduced. To see plying the algorithm of Section III-C and also accounting
this, first note that the seven Fr6chet derivatives can be for local linear dependence, the dimension of the state at
represented by linear combinations of the eight local aver- the root node increases by only two, the states at scales
ages m = 1 and m = 2 increase by three, and the remaining
states for scales m > 2 increase by 2. Thus a redistribu-
pi/8 tion of the coarse-resolution functionals leads in this case
ai = f(x) dx, i = 1,... 8. to nontrivial computational savings.
J(i-1)/8
The state z(O) can be augmented with each of these lo- B. Two-Dimensional Flow
cal averages without destroying the Markov property of
this state. Secondly, z(Oo° 1) only needs to be augmented For steady-state flow in 2D, consider estimating f(x) onwith al,..ate. Secoa4, and z(a) only needs to bthe square domain Q = [0, 1] x [0, 13. Assume that f(x) is
a Markov Random Field with zero mean and covariancewith as,... , a8. Finally, note that the discontinuities of all
seven Frechet derivatives lie at the boundaries of the eight T
finest-scale intervals partitioned by the four nodes at scale E[f(x)f(x + r)] = 2e- l rlId, (30)
13
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Fig. 10. The locations of the conductivity measurements (o's) and
head measurements (X's).
ure 10. This measurement geometry mimics that given
by full and partially penetrating wells. The noise added
h0.8eto the conductivity measurements has standard deviation
0.6- af = 0.32, while the noise added to the head measure-
ments has standard deviation sah = 0.071. For incorpora-
whre0 | ssm ta 1 and tha tion into the multiscale framework, the head measurements
are linearized about the conductivity mean, mf = 0. The
can be mapped to th 0.5 variables of the multiscale model are augmented with the
elslinearized head measurements according to Section III-C.
0 0.2 0.4 x~ 2 However, similar to the Fr~ch6t kernels in ID, the 2D ker-0.4°0.6 0.8 nels g(xi, I mf) are probabilistically dependent over some
xl of the finest-scale domains partitioned by the tree nodes.
eeet(b) ahita A m phAs a consequence, by placing the head measurements some-
Fig. 9. (a) A sample path of the log conductivity function, and (b) what arbitrarily about the states at scales m = 1 and
the corresponding head function. m = 2, the maximum increase in the dimension of any
state is thirty-seven. (The state dimensions can be re-
duced further if slight errors in the model can be toler-
where t ilT = [ITrne e r2 Assume that a2 = 1 and thsat ated.) The estimate of the finest-scale process, fi(x), and
dT e5/3 6]n. The rectangularly spaced samples of this the corresponding estimation error variance are plotted in
process form a discrete-index Markov random field8 , which Figure 11.
can be mapped to the finest scale of the multiscale mod-
els for MRFs discussed in Section I-C. In particular, as- C. Discussion of Examples and Method
sume a quad-tree (qs = 4) with five scales and 33-by-33
elements at the finest scale. A sample path of this process For both iD and 2D flow, the head samples contribute
is given in Figure 9a. Note that the conductivity function relatively little information about the hydraulic conductiv-
is anisotropic, with stronger correlation in the horizontal ity function. For iD flow, the contribution of the head
than the vertical direction. Such horizontal stratification measurements is evidenced by the "mild" inflections in the
is typical of groundwater aquifers which arise from sedi- conductivity estimate of Figure 7 near the locations of the
mentary deposition. The corresponding head function is head measurements; yet, the reduction in uncertainty due
given in Figure 9b, assuming the following boundary con- to a head measurement is less than that due to a conduc-
ditions: h = 1 along xi = 0, h = 0 along xi = 1, and the tivity measurement. For 2D flow, the insensitivity of head
water flux normal to the boundaries X2 = 1 and X2 = 0 is samples to hydraulic conductivity variations is evidenced in
equal to zero. Note that the head function is considerably regions of dense head measurements by both the smooth-
smoother than the conductivity function. ness of the 2D head function illustrated in Figure 9b and
The locations of the measurements from which the con- the error variance shown in Figure lib. Note that the er-
ductivity function is to be estimated are illustrated in Fig- ror variance in regions of dense conductivity measurements
decreases much more dramatically than in areas of dense
8 1n general, sampling a continuous-index MRF does not produce a head measurements. This insensitivity of the head mea-
discrete-index MRF [24]. surements to local variations in hydraulic conductivity is
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11 ~  ~ F~~~~~~ ~sesses some optimal trade-off between resolution, number
0.9 1'.5 of parameters, and variance. Within a full nonlinear opti-
~~~~0.89~~ ~~ ,~ ~mization, where for each iteration the head measurements
are linearized about the current conductivity estimate, this
l 05 approach might eventually be used to reduce the number
x.16 0 of parameters used to re-linearize the head measurements,
and hence reduce the number of computations require for
-0.5 the inversion.
0X4 1 , g W\As for the efficiency of the multiscale framework, for the
0.3 33-by-33 example the multiscale estimator requires slightly
-1.5 fewer computations (380 M-flops) than does a direct solu-
-2 tion to the normal equations (470 M-flops) for producing
0.1 the LLSE estimate and the corresponding error variances.
o···00 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1··;-~····~ -2.5 However, this differential will become more pronounced for
xl larger domains or if the number of measurements is in-
(a) creased. (The 33-by-33 example was the largest sized prob-
lem for which we could directly compute on a workstation
the solution to the normal equations and the corresponding
0.8, error variance.) Also, while the number of computations re-
~~~~~~~~0.6 cj~~quired to implement the normal equations increases cubicly
X.6, gy ompre orefavraby awith the number of finest-scale measurements, the number
· 0.4.1 of finest-scale measurements has only minimal effect upon
I the number of computations required by the multiscale es-
timator [26]. Note that the overall sampling density of
0o. the finest-scale process for our 2D example is low, as il-
1 1> lustrated in Figure 10, so the multiscale framework will
0i s~compare more favorably as the number of finest-scale mea-
surements increases.
·.2 r.0
x 00 0.2 VI. CONCLUSION
x2 0 0
In this paper, we showed how the efficient multiscale es-
conductivy(b) etimation framework can be extended to data fusion prob-
Fig. 11. (a) The LLSE estimate of of log conductivity function in lems. The basic idea is to model each measurement as a
Fig. 9a, and (b) the variance of the estimation errors·Fig. 9a, and (b) the variance of the estimation errors. point value of the multiscale process, where the location
in scale and space of this point value depends upon the
resolution and region of support of the measurement. The
due in part to the poor linearization given by the mean method we proposed was to augment the variables of an in-
conductivity function as the point of linearization, and is ternal multiscale model with linear functions of the finest-
improved by successively re-linearizing about the current scale process derived from the nonlocal functions which
conductivity estimate. However, the real problem is that are to be measured. Furthermore, we showed how proba-
the estimation of hydraulic conductivity from head is an bilistic dependence among the nonlocal measurements and
extremely ill-posed problem [25]. For the examples in this the existing state variables z(s) = Wsfi leads to reduced-
paper, the head measurements were incorporated only to order augmentations, and therefore to efficient solutions of
verify that the multiscale framework can be used to fuse the corresponding data fusion problems. In particular, the
measurements of varying spatial resolution. (In our present multiresolution framework was used to estimate hydraulic
work we are using the multiscale framework to also incor- conductivity from point observations of hydraulic conduc-
porate tracer travel time data.) tivity and head.
Another feature of the hydraulic conductivity estimates In terms of the data fusion problems described, the mul-
f (x) is that they have fine-scale fluctuations only where tiscale framework is attractive for a number of reasons.
such variations can be inferred from the data, e.g., near First, the resolution and spatial distributions of the mea-
the line xl = 0.12 in Figure Ila. In terms of the error vari- surements can be completely arbitrary, which poses prob-
ance, conductivity is estimated with fine-scale features only lems for many of the standard tools used to solve large esti-
in areas where the uncertainty is small. This suggests re- mation problems. For instance, Fourier based methods for
ducing the number of parameters used to describe the con- implementing the normal equations assume that the mea-
ductivity estimate in areas where the estimate is smooth. surements are both regularly spaced and at a single resolu-
Because the multiscale estimator produces both estimates tion. Second, the multiresolution estimator provides error
and error variances at each scale of the process, an estimate variances without any increase in computations. These er-
with space-varying resolution can be selected which pos- ror variances are useful for evaluating the reduction in un-
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certainty supplied by the measurements, or for selecting [4] M. Ghil and P. Malanotte-Rizzoli, Advances in Geo-
the location and resolution of additional measurements. physics, vol. 33, chapter Data assimilation in meteorology and
Also, the estimation errors can be modeled by a multi- oceanograpy, pp. 141-266, Academic Press, 1991.[5] D. B. McLaughlin and L. R. Townley, "A reassessment of the
scale tree whose parameters are a by-product of the mul- groundwater inverse problem," Water Resources Research, vol.
tiscale estimator [27]. These error models can be used to 32, no. 5, pp. 1131-1161, 1996.
efficiently compute multiple conditional simulations of the [6] K. E. Brewer and S. W. Wheatcraft, Wavelets in Geophysics,
hydraulic conductivity function, which are useful for char- chapter Inculding multi-scale information in the characterization
of hydraulic conductivity distributions, pp. 213-248, Academic
acterizing the behavior of groundwater aquifers. In con- Press, 1994.
trast, conditional simulations computed by standard im- [7] K. C. Chou and A. S. Willsky, "A multi-resolution, probabilis-
plementations of the LLSE estimator require the Cholesky tic approach to two-dimensional inverse conductivity problems,"
factorization of a large and nonstationary estimation er- Signal Processing, vol. 18, 1989.[8] J. Liu, "A multiresolution method for distributed parameter
ror covariance. Third, note that the multiscale estimator estimation," SIAM Journal on Scientific Computing, vol. 14,
can be used within a complete nonlinear inversion. Each no. 2, pp. 389-405, March 1993.
iteration of a Gauss-Newton optimization is equivalent to [9] E. L. Miller, "A multiscale approach to sensor fusion and the so-
implementing a LLSE estimator [5], where the nonlinear lution of linear inverse problems," Applied and Comp. Harmonic
measurements are linearized at each iteration about the Anal., vol. 2, pp. 127147, 1995.[10] M. R. Luettgen, W. C. Karl, A. S. Willsky, and R. R. Tenney,
present estimate of the conductivity function. Therefore, "Multiscale representations of Markov random fields," IEEE
the multiscale modeling and estimation can be used to ef- Trans. Signal Proc., vol. 41, no. 12, pp. 3377, December 1993.
ficiently implement each iteration of the optimization. (In [11] P. W. Fieguth, W. C. Karl, A. S. Willsky, and C. Wunsch,
"Multiresolution optimal interpolation and statistical analysis ofthe examples, we considered only the initial iteration, with TOPEX/POSEIDEN satellite altimetry," IEEE Trans. Geosci.
the mean as the point of linearization.) Furthermore, mul- Remote Sensing, vol. 33, no. 2, pp. 280-292, March 1995.
tiscale estimates have been shown to be useful for both [12] P. W. Fieguth and A. S. Willsky, "Fractal estimation using
accelerating and improving the accuracy of these nonlinear models on multiscale trees," IEEE Trans. Sig. Proc., pp. 1297-1300, May 1996.
optimizations [8]. [13] M. R. Luettgen, W. C. Karl, and A. S. Willsky, "Efficient mul-
The challenge for the multiscale framework in the con- tiscale regularization with applications to the computation of
text of data fusion is to apply it to truly large prob- optical flow," IEEE Trans. Image Proc., vol. 3, no. 1, pp. 41-
lems, e.g., to estimate f over a large spatial domain Q 64, January 1994.[14] H. E. Rauch, F. Tung, and C. T. Striebel, "Maximum likelihood
and to incorporate other measurements, like contaminant estimates of linear dynamics systems," AIAA Journal, vol. 3,
concentrations. This will require developing a comprehen- no. 8, August 1965.
sive framework for managing the dimensions of the state [15] w. w. Irving, Multiscale stochastic realization and model iden-
augmentations. This is a complicated problem, since, as tification with applications to large-scale estimation problems,
Ph.D. thesis, MIT, August 1995.
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